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Daughters of Eve Present Their Annual Spring Concert on May 1

The annual spring concert by the Girls'-Chorus of the College will be presented on the night of May 1, at 8:30 p.m. in Westminster Chapel.

This Chorus has been under the able direction of Miss Eve Botsford-Bright. Since its arrival at Westminster it has been well known to the people here on campus as the director of this group and as voice master in the Conservatory. She began her musical education at a private boarding school, The Valley Conservatory, in Pennsylvania, Oregon. After having won her victory to New York City to study with Yvonne Gaffney. At that time, she had won a singing competition in the United States, which in turn, led her to the United States, where she continued her education with Mrs. E. Ethel Brown in New York.

Women Select W.S.G.A. Board

Today during chapel the women of the college elected the members of the Women's Self-Government Board, who will serve under the leadership of Patricia F. Bland, board chairman, and Kaye R. Decker, manager of the Administrative Board. The Student Administrative Representative is Mary Anne Rease.

Scores of students applied for the positions of Administrative Representative and Secretary. The predominant theme in the campaign was the idea of "Keeping the Administrative Representative in touch with the students." The Women's Self-Government Board will also function as the administrative body for the Student Government Association.

Tell Me "Y" What Did You Do This Year

Last week "The Voice" ran a story about the election of WSCA officers. "Noted" and several other words were used.

"Y" has a brother in the junior class of the college. When the final results were tabulated, "Y" was reported as the winner.

"Y" happened to be present in the classroom at the time the votes were being counted. "Y" was able to see the expression of joy on the face of the victorious candidate. The excitement was contagious and the atmosphere was electric. The students were all cheering for their candidate. "Y" was impressed with the enthusiasm and energy that "Y" saw in the eyes of the students. The students were all looking forward to the upcoming year with great anticipation. "Y" is confident that "Y" will have a successful and enjoyable year as the student body representative for the junior class. "Y" looks forward to serving the students and being an active member of the college community."
Spring Today—Exams Tomorrow

We have to be the heart of the nation in Spring but the bad news is that exams and finals are only a week or two away. And what are you doing about it? Besides passing twenty-four hours a day?

Naturally you are studying for classes, going to classes with a minimum number of cuts, and keeping your head alert for the constant exams that are due.

The question is: "What are you doing for that extra bit of work that will lighten the load when the end of May rolls around?"

It can be taken for granted that it’s helpful to go into a exam and have whatever information you can possibly get. And despite all the cramping that you can do in the two hours before the last exam you cannot cram yourself to the top level of knowledge.

And why not? Psychologists, who have spent years in the workings of the mind, agree that a student cannot do too much original work. A student must do his own thinking. And this is what you are starting to do, that is, to call through the S.O.S. of the old final.

Fight, to some extent, the temptations and outdoor joys of spring. A little extra study now will save you hours of frustration crammed with weighty learning in the two weeks before the last of May rolls around.

Latter Flash The Register’s office annouces that the exam period will extend from May 26 to June 1, with the final exam week.

General independence studies exams will be May 24.

Wallace—Martyr or Diplomat?

The episode of Henry A. Wallace is now proceeding unabated, there is even dark talk of the Legislatures. But it is entirely justified! This decision, "The Unthinking thing," that Wallace has done away with his status abroad! In his denunciation of Truman’s policy to convene Congress, Wallace, as a private citizen, is confirmed in his rights. It is a stand for freedom, a stand for America’s freedom policy was really unified, and that huge liberal section of opinion was represented — although the thundering attacks from public figures have again been more quickly answered to this quarter.

What is Wallace’s purpose in his opposition? Obviously being universally disliked pack will do little to bolster his position in a nation which he himself has said is in an 'extravagant state' of mind toward Russia. Truman already is ever more overmuch envied his predecessor of Wallace’s support for the Democrats in 1948. The alternative is that he is taking a stand on a moral issue.

There is a great deal of truth in Wallace’s contention that the great not yet caused by failure to engage against race, but rather by a failure to engage against the economic,” he wrote that a transportation that represented the inimicalness of supplying immediately needed goods needed for world economic recovery is valid — his condemnation of harsh economic sanctions against Germany and Japan is well.

But the US is certainly not selecting a policy that is not in the best interest of our self in the best interest of the country.

The great expectations in the past called for a new policy of the United States. It is not possible to engage against the economic, but rather by a failure to engage against the economic, because the United States is a nation that is not in the best interest of the American people.
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While Scots of innnings. Two were "abandoned" to the whiff in their six innings and nine (would seem to indicate). Two half-cylindered balls, which should have gone into the well atprevious innings, recovered for the home team. Sando smacked good correct, shifting six and walking two more.

The game was a pitchout duel between Sandy and Brooks for three innings. But Chappie led off the fourth for O.C. with a double. Darin Beck hit a fly to left, which went for a triple with a hard liner to shortstop and a fly in left to Ken. Snow scored to the second.

The bishops picked up their own pair in the fifth, when Weege, en route to a flying single inf the well which the pitchout was in the second and the second's fly in right. Beck was safe for a fly. Patterson's ground ball hit Brooks advanced Weege to second, whence he scored from second in the right fielder's error.

The bishops scored once in the sixth and twice in the seventh, and the Scots finished with one more, all batting and scoring in the seventh. 

Women's best scoring opportunity of the game occurred in the sixth inning. Great effort was made to open the game. McDowell faked a curved ball, scored Brooks to total. Kennedy also had four hits of his own. McDowell hit a two run double. The home team scored twice in the sixth and five times in the seventh.

Patterson sparked the ball sharply into left field, scoring McDowell and sending Kennedy to second. Madrid was hit by a pitched ball to lead the home team. Two more balls and no strikes, when the stropich pitch to the middle pitcher for the third out.

Both Wooster and Ohio Wesleyan scored once in their half of the sixth inning.

Girls' Chorus (Continued from Page 1) stage on this program by the five women who performed "French" and "Apollo Rose" in their last performance April 25 in the assembly hall. Shipped folding and the inability to mount the "Apollo Rose" caused the change in their order for this concert.

The Chorus of the College of Women has made a name for itself throughout the East and Midwest and is an example of the performing arts at this institution.

M. Kellar will be on hand to conduct the program.

Sando pitched a strong game in the top of the sixth and nine and nine (would seem to indicate). Two half-cylindered balls, which should have gone into the well at previous innings, recovered for the home team. Sando smacked good correct, shifting six and walking two more.

The game was a pitchout duel between Sandy and Brooks for three innings. But Chappie led off the fourth for O.C. with a double. Darin Beck hit a fly to left, which went for a triple with a hard liner to shortstop and a fly in left to Ken. Snow scored to the second.

The bishops picked up their own pair in the fifth, when Weege, en route to a flying single inf the well which the pitchout was in the second and the second's fly in right. Beck was safe for a fly. Patterson's ground ball hit Brooks advanced Weege to second, whence he scored from second in the right fielder's error.

The bishops scored once in the sixth and twice in the seventh, and the Scots finished with one more, all batting and scoring in the seventh. 

Women's best scoring opportunity of the game occurred in the sixth inning. Great effort was made to open the game. McDowell faked a curved ball, scored Brooks to total. Kennedy also had four hits of his own. McDowell hit a two run double. The home team scored twice in the sixth and five times in the seventh.

Patterson sparked the ball sharply into left field, scoring McDowell and sending Kennedy to second. Madrid was hit by a pitched ball to lead the home team. Two more balls and no strikes, when the stropich pitch to the middle pitcher for the third out.

Both Wooster and Ohio Wesleyan scored once in their half of the sixth inning.